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Classroom Observation Form  
(Needs to be edited before use!)!
!
Instructor:!____Carrie!Olson2Manning____________!!!!!! Date/Time:!___Sept.!29!1:15pm__!

Location:!!___Biological!Science!Building!0080_____!No.!of!Students:!_____12_____!

Course!Title:!_____Cell!and!Molecular!Biology!Lab_______!!

Topic(s)!of!Day:!__I!will!be!critiquing!a!review!paper!they!wrote_______!

Instructional!Method(s):!!__We!will!go!through!excerpts!from!their!papers!to!help!them!decide!

how!to!write!better.!I!will!also!offer!examples!of!writing!from!other!areas!of!science.______!

!
I. Classroom!Environment!!

(seating,!lighting,!acoustics,!temperature,!size)!
A!little!small,!but!this!is!not!the!normal!classroom,!so!not!much!can!be!done.!
!

II. Instructor!
a. Knowledge!and!Preparation!!

(relevance!of!content,!knowledgeable,!appropriate!examples,!clear!goals)!
The!examples!are,!of!course,!incredibly!relevant,!because!it’s!their!own!work.!!
Comparing!that!to!published!work!gives!them!a!nice!sense!of!perspective.!
!

b. Enthusiasm!and!Motivation!
(use!of!questions!and!nonverbal!cues!to!gain!attention!and!interest;!personal!interest)!
You!bring!a!good!energy!to!what!seemed!like!a!fairly!sedate!set!of!students.!This!
seems!particularly!important!with!topics!that!are!clearly!seen!as!less!
central/important/fun!(the!groan!they!all!gave!when!you!said!that!they’d!be!
discussing!writing!was!fairly!indicative).!
!

c. Clarity!and!Organization!!
(introduction,!coherent!presentation,!reference!materials/readings,!answer!student!questions!
fully,!effective!transitions)!
Good!job!preparing!them!for!things!to!look!for!when!reading!the!examples.!You!
could!maybe!be!even!more!specific,!giving!them!a!sheet!with!writing!guidelines!or!
the!like.!If!you!already!gave!them!written!guidelines!for!writing,!it’s!always!good!to!
include!them!again!when!discussing!writing!again,!and!if!you!haven’t,!written!
guidelines!really!help!the!students!focus!in!on!specific!issues.!It!gives!them!
something!to!start!with!in!discussing!it!in!class,!too.!
Also,!when!you!have!something!specific!that!you!want!them!to!see!or!look!at!in!a!
piece!of!writing,!it!might!be!nice!to!give!them!a!hint!or!two!what!they’re!looking!for.!!
You!did!this!more!at!the!beginning,!but!less!later!in!class.!If!you!want!to!make!sure!
they!can!spot!it!on!their!own,!too,!you!perhaps!could!give!them!two!examples,!one!
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with!a!hint!and!one!later!on!(not!immediately!after)!without!the!hint.!
!

d. Presentation:!!Verbal!and!Non2verbal!Style!
(delivery,!pacing,!speech/voice,!gestures,!eye!contact,!mannerisms)!
The!framing!of!questions!at!the!beginning!seemed!to!get!them!a!little!stuck.!Perhaps!
you!could!require!them!to!all!come!up!with!a!good!thing!and!a!bad!thing!about!each!
example,!so!you!don’t!get!the!stunned!silence!right!after!a!question.!It!primes!the!
pump!for!further!discussion,!in!any!case.!
I!also!like!the!idea!of!the!“telling!a!story”!with!an!introduction,!but!I’m!not!sure!if!it’s!
entirely!clear!to!the!students!what!you!mean!by!that?!Perhaps!you!could!clarify!what!
that!entails?!

!
e. Engagement!and!Motivation!of!Students!!

(build!rapport,!ask!relevant!questions,!!equitable!social!interaction)!
Nice!choice!to!break!into!partner!work!before!going!to!class!discussion!again!toward!
the!beginning!there.!I!think!you!could!even!maybe!give!them!more!time!and!more!
specific!instructions!(for!example!“discuss,!come!up!with!favorite!and!least!favorite!
thing!for!each,!and!tell!that!to!the!rest!of!us”!or!“one!person!takes!the!positive,!one!
the!negative”).!
!

f. Disclosure!and!Evaluation!!
(clarity!about!requirements,!exams/grading,!learning!goals)!
See!above,!about!written!guidelines!and!specific!instructions.!
!

III. The!Students!
a. Student!Attentiveness!and!Engagement!(beginning,!middle,!end)!

Students!seemed!fairly!attentive.!One!thing!I!like!to!do!is!call!on!them!by!name!at!
random!to!keep!them!on!their!toes.!If!you!tell!them!all!to!make!sure!to!have!at!least!
one!thing!to!say,!then!they!shouldn’t!falter!too!bad!when!called!out.!
!

b. Student!Comprehension!/!Level!of!Critical!Thinking!
They!seemed!to!be!all!on!the!same!level!and!thinking!in!a!good,!critical!way.!
!

c. Overall!classroom!atmosphere!!(relationship!to!peers!and!instructor)!
It!was!a!nice!choice!to!start!with!the!positive!and!move!to!the!negative!with!all!the!
examples.!It!did!still!seem!like!more!time!and!emphasis!was!put!on!the!negative!in!
general.!This!is!perhaps!to!be!expected,!but!the!more!emphasis!you!can!put!on!
positive!examples!the!better!motivated!the!students!often!feel!to!change,!especially!
when!looking!at!their!own!work.!
!

IV. Subject!Matter!and!Course!Materials!!
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a. Appropriate!level!of!challenge/difficulty!![given!expected!preparation]!
Seemed!appropriate.!
!

b. Integration!of!instructional!elements!(lecture,!blackboard,!handouts,!technology)!
Transitioned!well!between!overhead!and!board!and!handout.!
!

c. Up!to!date!in!discipline!and!adequate!knowledge!shown!
I!assume?!
!
!

V.! General!Comments!&!Summary!(on!the!class,!outcomes,!recommendations)!
!!*!Be!affirming,!descriptive,!and!focus!on!specific!behaviors!!

I!really!like!how!you!used!very!specific,!relevant!examples!to!work!through!with!them.!I!did!!

wonder!whether!they!were!all!clear!on!exactly!what!they!were!looking!for!in!these!samples.!!

Whether!written!or!just!discussed!together!at!the!beginning,!it!seemed!like!it!would!be!good!to!!

briefly!go!over!some!guidelines!for!good!writing!in!the!sciences!in!general!before!jumping!!

straight!into!the!specifics.!In!general,!I!find!it!is!always!good!to!give!the!students!a!really!solid!!

sense!of!what!they’re!doing!and!what’s!expected!of!them!before!going!down!to!the!specifics.!

But!the!specific!advice!they!were!getting!was!really!great!and!really!relevant!to!what!they!were!

doing,!and!the!overall!method!seemed!great!to!help!them!look!at!their!own!work!critically!and!

see!how!it!could!be!improved.!

!
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Classroom Observation Form  
(Needs to be edited before use!)!
!
Instructor:!____Carrie!Olson2Manning____________!!!!!! Date/Time:!___Oct!20!1:15pm__!

Location:!!___Biological!Science!Building!0080_____!No.!of!Students:!_____12_____!

Course!Title:!_____Cell!and!Molecular!Biology!Lab_______!!

Topic(s)!of!Day:!__Localization!of!FUS1!in!yeast!schmoos_______!

Instructional!Method(s):!!__A!mix!of!lecture!and!lab!work.______!

!
I. Classroom!Environment!!

(seating,!lighting,!acoustics,!temperature,!size)!
The!lab!was!great!for!lab!work!with!plenty!of!light!and!seating!and!space!for!all.!Lab!partners!
could!easily!“buddy2up”!to!concentrate!on!their!work.!It!was!a!bit!loud!with!ventilators!
running!constantly,!but!I!understand!that!this!is!necessary.!
!

II. Instructor!
a. Knowledge!and!Preparation!!

(relevance!of!content,!knowledgeable,!appropriate!examples,!clear!goals)!
The!content!was!relevant!and!interesting!(it!grabbed!my!attention!).!You!used!practical!
examples!to!explain!complex!processes!(the!egg/protein!example).!I!did!feel!that!the!
introduction!to!the!day’s!lab!was!a!bit!disjointed!since!it!was!primarily!driven!by!two!
students.!Perhaps!a!clear!instructor!recap!of!the!introduction!and!the!goals!would!have!been!
good!as!a!conclusion!to!the!student!presentation?!
!

b. Enthusiasm!and!Motivation!
(use!of!questions!and!nonverbal!cues!to!gain!attention!and!interest;!personal!interest)!
You!asked!lots!of!questions!to!the!students.!You!were!enthusiastic!and!interested!in!what!you!
were!doing.!You!always!asked!“Why”!and!explained!things!with!interesting!asides.!
!

c. Clarity!and!Organization!!
(introduction,!coherent!presentation,!reference!materials/readings,!answer!student!questions!
fully,!effective!transitions)!
The!introduction!and!review!could!have!been!a!bit!more!clear.!I!assume!that!most!of!the!
students!knew!what!was!going!to!happen!based!on!their!need!to!prepare!for!the!random!
presenter!drawing.!I!think!that!this!would!have!been!a!good!lab!for!a!few!bulleted!
PowerPoint!slides!which!outlined!the!steps!for!each!chunk!of!the!lab!(just!to!keep!everyone!
focused!and!on2track).!
!

d. Presentation:!!Verbal!and!Non2verbal!Style!
(delivery,!pacing,!speech/voice,!gestures,!eye!contact,!mannerisms)!
Your!volume!was!good.!I!liked!how!you!helped!the!student!presenters!along!through!the!
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introduction!of!the!project.!You!kept!the!lab!moving!by!teaching!each!step!in!sequence,!then!
using!the!processing!time!in2between!to!teach!the!next!activity.!

!
e. Engagement!and!Motivation!of!Students!!

(build!rapport,!ask!relevant!questions,!!equitable!social!interaction)!
I!really!liked!how!you!chose!the!student!presenters!randomly.!I!also!like!how!two!students!
were!paired!for!the!presentation.!That!helped!them!to!build!some!confidence!and!kept!things!
moving.!This!is!a!great!technique!for!ensuring!that!everyone!has!prepared!adequately!(by!
making!them!teach!their!peers).!!
!

f. Disclosure!and!Evaluation!!
(clarity!about!requirements,!exams/grading,!learning!goals)!
Students!knew!that!they!would!be!evaluated!through!participation!and!reports.!

!
III. The!Students!

a. Student!Attentiveness!and!Engagement!(beginning,!middle,!end)!
A!pair!of!students!was!goofing!off!during!the!introduction!and!one!student!showed!up!late.!
The!students!all!did!their!work!once!the!laboratory!portion!of!the!class!started.!There!a!few!
side!conversations!that!sprang!up,!and!sometimes!students!weren’t!paying!attention!when!
instructions!were!being!given.!
!

b. Student!Comprehension!/!Level!of!Critical!Thinking!
Some!students!seemed!adequately!prepared!while!I!think!others!lacked!a!sense!of!depth!on!
the!subject!matter.!What!I!mean!is!that!it!seemed!some!students!understood!the!fundamental!
principles!and!reasons!behind!what!they!were!doing!while!others!were!making!some!
assumptions!that!weren’t!relevant!to!what!they!were!doing.!
!

c. Overall!classroom!atmosphere!!(relationship!to!peers!and!instructor)!
The!instructor!was!present!and!helped!to!guide!the!questioning.!You!engaged!students!and!
helped!them!through!the!lab.!However,!I!can!see!where!the!instructor!preferred!to!have!
things!done!a!certain!way,!and!I!think!that!this!may!have!distracted!somewhat!from!the!
natural!flow!of!your!own!lesson!plan.!There!were!also!a!few!points!where!you!and!the!
instructor!disagreed!a!little.!!
!

IV. Subject!Matter!and!Course!Materials!!
a. Appropriate!level!of!challenge/difficulty!![given!expected!preparation]!

The!introduction!was!probably!the!most!challenging/intimidating!part!for!the!students,!
otherwise!things!seemed!appropriate.!
!

b. Integration!of!instructional!elements!(lecture,!blackboard,!handouts,!technology)!
Projected!transparencies,!student!teachers,!lab!equipment!and!the!white!board!were!all!used.!
!

c. Up!to!date!in!discipline!and!adequate!knowledge!shown!
Yes.!
!
!
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V.! General!Comments!&!Summary!(on!the!class,!outcomes,!recommendations)!
!!*!Be!affirming,!descriptive,!and!focus!on!specific!behaviors!!

!
This!was!a!well2run,!instructional!and!fun!lab.!I!would!have!liked!to!have!stayed!until!the!
end!to!see!your!results!!I!got!the!sense!that!the!students!enjoyed!being!there!and!were!
respectful!of!your!instructions.!I!do!feel!that!a!little!extra!preparation!may!have!helped!to!
keep!everyone!on!track!(such!as!the!PowerPoint!suggestion)!since!at!times!some!steps!and!
warnings!were!delivered!out!of!sequence!(e.g.!students!were!sent!off!to!start!some!steps!and!
warnings!were!issued!afterwards).!The!professor!seemed!to!have!his!own!way!of!doing!
things,!so!this!might!have!thrown!you!off!a!bit.!Another!thing!that!I!noticed!was!that!some!
students!did!not!have!written!instructions.!Perhaps!they!forgot!to!bring!them!or!they!were!
sharing!with!their!lab!partner.!You!definitely!spoke!loudly!and!clearly!over!the!fan,!so!there!
was!no!problem!hearing!you.!One!final!suggestion!may!be!to!pause!a!little!bit!longer!after!
asking!a!question!to!the!students.!I!try!to!wait!628!seconds!to!allow!some!dwell!time!before!
elaborating!or!answering,!but!I!understand!that!time!is!precious!in!the!lab.!Good!job!overall.!

!
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Practical Bioinformatics  1 
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Practical Bioinformatics  2 
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BIOL%490S%

Dryad%repository%tutorial%

%

1) Read%the%paper%(and%the%supplement,%as%necessary):%%Lozier%JD,%Strange%JP,%Stewart%IJ,%
Cameron%SA%(2011)%Patterns%of%rangeJwide%genetic%variation%in%six%North%American%

bumble%bee%(Apidae:%Bombus)%species.%Molecular%Ecology%20(23):%4870J4888.%

%

As%you%read,%consider%the%following%questions:%%

%

What%evidence%do%the%authors%use%to%determine%that%bumblebees%are%in%decline?%

%

%

%

What%data%do%they%collect?%How%is%that%data%used%in%the%figures%of%the%paper?%

%

%

%

How%would%you%organize%that%data%if%you%were%going%to%recreate%their%figures?%

%

%

%

%

2) Go%to%the%Dryad%repository%and%download%the%data.%Save%as%a%text%files.%
%

%

3) Write%a%Python%program%to%calculate%the%total%heterozygosity%(He)%for%your%species%(I%
will%assign%species.)%Lozier%et%al.%pool%all%individuals%in%a%species%to%calculate%He.%

%

He=%f(Aa)%(or%the%frequency%of%the%heterozygotes)%

%

For%multiple%loci,%the%equation%is:%

%

!" = 1− (!!)!
!

!!!
%

%

where%qi%=%frequency%of%the%ith%allele%of%n%alleles%at%a%locus%

%

4) Use%the%package%alphahull%in%R%to%calculate%the%convex%hull%for%each%of%the%loci.%What%
is%the%area%of%the%major%and%alleles%for%each%locus?%%

%

5) %Compare%your%results%to%the%rest%of%the%class.%How%do%your%results%compare%with%
other%species%and%to%the%conclusions%found%by%Lozier%et%al?%

%

%

%
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FollowJup%questions%

A. Are%there%any%other%questions%that%come%to%mind%when%you%read%this%paper?%%
%

%

%

%

%

%

%

B. Do%you%think%the%conclusions%are%appropriate%based%on%the%data?%If%so,%why?%If%not,%
what%other%data%would%you%like%to%see%collected?%

%

%
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Quantitative Genetics Lab 
Lab 3 

 
Background: 

When Darwin published On the Origin of Species in 1859, a major gap in 
the theory of evolution was the lack of a mechanism for inheritance. At the time, 
one generally accepted explanation was ‘blending inheritance.’ According to the 
blending inheritance explanation, the phenotype of the offspring of a mating is 
always intermediate between the parental phenotypes. Without an 
understanding of inheritance, it was unclear to many whether evolution could 
proceed through the gradual process Darwin postulated. At the time, many 
believed that the variation natural selection acted on could not be the continuous 
variation seen in populations because in each successive generation any progress 
made by natural selection would be blended away.  

 An alternate theory, popularized by Francis Galton, was that evolution 
proceeded not by slow, gradual changes but instead happened quickly, driven by 
mutations with large effects. Although the rediscovery of Gregor Mendel’s 
experiments on peas clarified the inheritance of simple Mendelian traits, it did 
not explain the mechanism of inheritance for quantitative traits. Indeed, many 
thought Mendel’s laws of inheritance were in conflict with Darwin’s theory of 
evolution. A controversy between so-called Biometricians (who believed in slow, 
gradual evolution and mutations with small effects) and Mendelians (proponents 
of evolution by jumps and mutations with large effects) arose that was not 
resolved until 1918.  

 In this lab, you will investigate the mechanism of inheritance that puzzled 
biologists for nearly 60 years. By looking at the results of crosses between plants 
with different phenotypes, you will determine the genetic basis of two important 
plant traits.  
 

 To determine the genetics of these traits, you will first need several 
statistical tools to describe populations of individuals. One description of a 
population is a ‘mean.’ The mean is the average value of some measurement of 
individuals within a population. Another statistical method used to describe a 
population is its ‘variance’. Variance describes how far values lie from the mean.  
 

The equation for a mean (

€ 

x ) is: 
 

€ 

x =

xi
i

n

∑
n

 

 
 

This can be said as “the mean equals the sum (∑) of all values (xi), 
divided by the number of individuals in the population (n).” 
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The equation for variance (Vx) is: 

 

€ 

Vx =

xi − x ( )2

i

n

∑
n

 

 
 

This can be said as “the variance equals the sum of the squares of 
differences between each value and the mean, divided by the number of 
individuals in the population.”  
 

To understand the mean and variance, we will look at two, very small, non-
random populations: five people from your class and the starting five from the 
Duke 2010 Championship basketball team.  
 
Smith 6’2’’ = 74’’  
Scheyer 6’5’’ =77’’ 
Singler 6’8’’ = 80’’ 
Zoubek 7’1’’=  85’’ 
Thomas 6’8’’ =80’’ 
 
Calculate the following values by hand. 
Mean=______ 
Variance=_______ 
 
 
Have your TA try to ‘randomly’ pick 5 people from your class and record their 
height in inches. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Mean =______ 
Variance=________ 
 
 
After you’ve calculated these values, plot them on a scale on the board using 
different colors. 
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How do the means and variances differ between these populations?  
 
 
 
 
 
What is the genetic basis of trichome and anthocyanin production? 
To study the genetic basis of these plant traits, you will receive plants from 
several generations of controlled matings (“crosses”). The plant species you are 
receiving is Brassica rapa. It is a close relative of Arabidopsis thaliana, the lab rat 
of the plant world.  
 
Your lab will receive: 
24 green hairless parents 
24 purple hairy parents 
48 F1  
96 F2 
 
The F1 (1st filial) generation is the offspring from a mating between the purple 
hairy plants and the green hairless plants. The F2 generation is the offspring 
from self-fertilizations of many F1 plants. In a plant that cannot self-pollinate the 
way B. rapa does, the F2 generation would come from random crosses between 
different F1 individuals.  
 
The genetic basis of anthocyanin production: 
 
Anthocyanins are stress-induced compounds made by plants.  
 
In your group, determine how you want to measure the trait and then compare 
your methods to the rest of the class.  
 
(One method could be to look at the variation in color and assign numbers 0-6 to 
the plants. 0 could be completely green and 6 could be the darkest plants.) 
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After your whole lab has agreed on how you will measure the trait, fill in the 
chart below.  
 
Plant Trait 

Measure 
Plant Trait 

Measure 
Plant Trait 

Measure 
Plant Trait 

Measure 
G&HL P-1  P&HR P-1  F1 P-1  F1 P-25  
G&HL P-2  P&HR P-2  F1 P-2  F1 P-26  
G&HL P-3  P&HR P-3  F1 P-3  F1 P-27  
G&HL P-4  P&HR P-4  F1 P-4  F1 P-28  
G&HL P-5  P&HR P-5  F1 P-5  F1 P-29  
G&HL P-6  P&HR P-6  F1 P-6  F1 P-30  
G&HL P-7  P&HR P-7  F1 P-7  F1 P-31  
G&HL P-8  P&HR P-8  F1 P-8  F1 P-32  
G&HL P-9  P&HR P-9  F1 P-9  F1 P-33  
G&HL P-10  P&HR P-10  F1 P-10  F1 P-34  
G&HL P-11  P&HR P-11  F1 P-11  F1 P-35  
G&HL P-12  P&HR P-12  F1 P-12  F1 P-36  
G&HL P-13  P&HR P-13  F1 P-13  F1 P-37  
G&HL P-14  P&HR P-14  F1 P-14  F1 P-38  
G&HL P-15  P&HR P-15  F1 P-15  F1 P-39  
G&HL P-16  P&HR P-16  F1 P-16  F1 P-40  
G&HL P-17  P&HR P-17  F1 P-17  F1 P-41  
G&HL P-18  P&HR P-18  F1 P-18  F1 P-42  
G&HL P-19  P&HR P-19  F1 P-19  F1 P-43  
G&HL P-20  P&HR P-20  F1 P-20  F1 P-44  
G&HL P-21  P&HR P-21  F1 P-21  F1 P-45  
G&HL P-22  P&HR P-22  F1 P-22  F1 P-46  
G&HL P-23  P&HR P-23  F1 P-23  F1 P-47  
G&HL P-24  P&HR P-24  F1 P-24  F1 P-48  

You will add your data to a master table of data for your whole lab that your TA 
will set up. 
Collect the F2 data here:  
 
 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 
A             
B             
C             
D             
E             
F             
G             
H             
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Now make histograms of the data (fill in the number of each type in the space 
provided—we assume you used the 0-6 color measuring scale- please adjust 
chart if necessary): 
 
 GP PP F1 F2 
0 ___ ___ ___ ___ 
1 ___ ___ ___ ___ 
2 ___ ___ ___ ___ 
3 ___ ___ ___ ___ 
4 ___ ___ ___ ___ 
5 ___ ___ ___ ___ 
6 ___ ___ ___ ___ 
 
 
Draw the distribution of each generation from the combined data on graph paper 
(provided) on three different graphs (one for each generation). Use the same 
scale for each generation. 
 
Calculate these values from the combined data. 
G&HL parent  mean______ variance______ 

P&HR parent        mean______ variance______ 

F1   mean______ variance______ 

F2   mean______ variance______ 

 
What do these means and variances mean? Are there any problems with using 
means and variances? (Is there a single distribution or is it bimodal?) 
 
In the space below, can you think about a better way to asses the phenotypes? 
Does the distribution of the F2 look like something you’ve seen before? 
 
 
 
 
 
 
What can you say about the genetics of anthocyanin production from the 
distributions that you described above? 
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Can the results of these crosses be explained by variation at one locus? Why or 
why not? 
 
 
 
 
 
 
What does the mean of the F1 tell us about dominance?
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The genetic basis of trichome production 
 
Trichomes are small hair-like structures on the plant surface. Observe the 
trichomes produced on the leaf margin of the first true leaf. How will you 
measure this trait? Is this trait binary (would presence and absence suffice) or do 
you need to count the trichomes? To investigate the trichomes, it is easiest to 
look at the first true leaf through a magnifying glass with a piece of black 
construction paper behind the leaf. Record your observations in the table below. 
 
IMPORTANT: Label each of the F2 plants with their trait measures! 
After you’ve decided how you will measure the trait, fill in the charts below.  
 
Plant Trait 

Measure 
Plant Trait 

Measure 
Plant Trait 

Measure 
Plant Trait 

Measure 
G&HL P-1  P&HR P-1  F1 P-1  F1 P-25  
G&HL P-2  P&HR P-2  F1 P-2  F1 P-26  
G&HL P-3  P&HR P-3  F1 P-3  F1 P-27  
G&HL P-4  P&HR P-4  F1 P-4  F1 P-28  
G&HL P-5  P&HR P-5  F1 P-5  F1 P-29  
G&HL P-6  P&HR P-6  F1 P-6  F1 P-30  
G&HL P-7  P&HR P-7  F1 P-7  F1 P-31  
G&HL P-8  P&HR P-8  F1 P-8  F1 P-32  
G&HL P-9  P&HR P-9  F1 P-9  F1 P-33  
G&HL P-10  P&HR P-10  F1 P-10  F1 P-34  
G&HL P-11  P&HR P-11  F1 P-11  F1 P-35  
G&HL P-12  P&HR P-12  F1 P-12  F1 P-36  
G&HL P-13  P&HR P-13  F1 P-13  F1 P-37  
G&HL P-14  P&HR P-14  F1 P-14  F1 P-38  
G&HL P-15  P&HR P-15  F1 P-15  F1 P-39  
G&HL P-16  P&HR P-16  F1 P-16  F1 P-40  
G&HL P-17  P&HR P-17  F1 P-17  F1 P-41  
G&HL P-18  P&HR P-18  F1 P-18  F1 P-42  
G&HL P-19  P&HR P-19  F1 P-19  F1 P-43  
G&HL P-20  P&HR P-20  F1 P-20  F1 P-44  
G&HL P-21  P&HR P-21  F1 P-21  F1 P-45  
G&HL P-22  P&HR P-22  F1 P-22  F1 P-46  
G&HL P-23  P&HR P-23  F1 P-23  F1 P-47  
G&HL P-24  P&HR P-24  F1 P-24  F1 P-48  

You will add your data to a master table of data for your whole lab that your TA 
will set up. 
 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 
A             
B             
C             
D             
E             
F             
G             
H             
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Now make histograms of the data: 
 
 GP PP F1 F2 
0 ___ ___ ___ ___ 
1-3 ___ ___ ___ ___ 
4-6 ___ ___ ___ ___ 
7-9 ___ ___ ___ ___ 
10-12 ___ ___ ___ ___ 
13-15 ___ ___ ___ ___ 
16-18 ___ ___ ___ ___ 
19-21 ___ ___ ___ ___ 
22-24 ___ ___ ___ ___ 
25-27 ___ ___ ___ ___ 
29-31 ___ ___ ___ ___ 
32-35 ___ ___ ___ ___ 
>36 ___ ___ ___ ___ 
 
IMPORTANT!!! From all the F2s, record the following values: 
# trichomes for the four least hairiest plants: ___    ___    ___    ___ 
# trichomes for the four median hairy plants: ___    ___    ___    ___ 
# trichomes for the four hairiest plants:        ___    ___    ___    ___ 
 
Now, label those plants! No one leaves lab today until everyone has recorded 
this data and the plants that correspond to that data are transplanted into fresh 
pots that are well labeled. On the label, please put L, M or H for least, median 
or hairiest, respectively. Also include the number of trichomes, section number, 
and date on the label. Write clearly. 
 
Draw the distribution of each generation from the combined data on graph paper 
(provided) on three different graphs (one for each generation). Use the same 
scale for each generation. 
 
Calculate these values from the combined data. This data is also crucial!!!!! 
G&HL parent  mean______ variance______ 

P&HR parent        mean______ variance______ 

F1   mean______ variance______ 

F2   mean______ variance______ 

Does using means and variances accurately represent your data in this case?  
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How does this trait differ from anthocyanin production? 
 
 
 
 
Can the results of these crosses be explained by variation at one locus? Why or 
why not? 
 
 
 
 
What can we say about the genetic basis of anthocyanin variation and trichome 
variation in these populations of B.rapa? 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The contributors to phenotypic variation 
Both of these traits display phenotypic variation. What factors, besides genetic 
variation, might be contributing to the phenotypic variation?  
 
 
 
How can we determine how much of the phenotypic variation is due to genetic 
differences versus other factors? 

 
Looking back at your distribution of anthocyanin production, assign genotypes 
to the different phenotypes assuming one locus is causing the variation (i.e. 
PP or Pp is purple, and pp is green). If we assume that all the purple parent 
are PP and we know all the colorless parent are pp, what is the genotype of 
the F1s? What are the genotypes of the F2s? Label them on your distribution. 
 

 
 
 
Now look at the distribution of trichome production. First we will assume one 
locus is causing the variation. If AA is hairy and aa is hairless, label your 
distributions above.  
 
Now, assume four loci of equal effect are causing the variation. A capital letter 
at any of the four loci causes production of more trichomes and a lower case 
letter causes the production of fewer. So the genotype of the hairless parent 
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could be aabbccdd and the genotype of the hairy parent might be AABBCCDD.  
What is the genotype of the F1 in this case? What are some examples of the 
genotypes in the F2 generation? 

 
 
 
 

What are the contributors to phenotypic variation in the Parental, F1 and F2 
generations? 
 
Parental: 
 
F1: 
 
F2: 
 
 
 
 
 
Why is genetic variation important to natural and artificial selection? 
For the next plant genetics lab later in the semester, we will be examining the 
offspring of crosses between the hairiest, medium hairy and least hairy F2 
individuals. (That generation will be called the selected offspring of the F2.)  
 
Predict how the results will look given the following genetic bases for the trait 
using a regression A regression shows the relationship between two variables. 
For example, the regression of water consumption given temperature might 
looks something like this: 
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In the first graph, sketch what you think the relationship between the selected F2 
parents and their offspring will be if there is only genetic variation. In the second 
graph, draw the relationship if there is only environmental variation.  
 
 
 
1. One locus controlling the trait 
 
 
Offspring 
trait value 
 
 
 
Offspring  
trait value 
    

                          
Parental trait value 

 
 
 
 
2. Multiple loci controlling the trait 
 
 
Offspring 
Trait value 
 
 
 
Offspring 
Trait value 
 
    
   Parental trait value 
 
 
 
 
Reference: W. B. Provine, The origins of theoretical population genetics.  
(University of Chicago Press, 2001). 
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Quantitative Genetics  
Lab 3 

 
 

Conceptual objectives: 
• to understand the difference between discrete and quantitative traits 
• to understand that phenotypic variation is composed of variation from 

genetic and environmental factors. 
• to know why genetic variation is important to natural and artificial 

selection 
• to apply statistical tools needed to calculate response to selection (means 

and variances) and calculate the heritability of a trait (regression) 
• have a grasp of the historical perspective on the debate between the 

Biometricians and Mendelians as it relates to what they are doing in lab. 

Means and Variances Example 

To review means and variances, the students will calculate and compare the 
mean and variance in height of the Duke 2010 men’s basketball starting five to 
the mean and variance in height of five people in the class. Pick 5 people in 
class. It’s not a random sample anyway, so you might as well include the tallest 
and shortest people in class.  
 

TA NOTES and INSTRUCTIONS 

Anthocyanins 

The students will receive Brassica rapa parental, F1 and F2 plants. The first trait 
they will investigate is anthocyanin production. Anthocyanins are well known for 
their role in attracting pollinators as flower pigmentation in angiosperms. Other 
important uses of anthocyanins are thought to be protection from UV radiation, 
and defense against pathogenic fungus, bacteria and herbivores (Koes et al 
1994, Shirley 1996). Some of the plants are purple (do produce anthocyanins) 
and others are green (do not produce anthocyanins). The students will decide 
how they want to assess this trait. Since it is controlled by the presence or 
absence of one allele, they should settle on using a binary measure like presence 
vs. absence of purple.  

Trichomes 

The next trait they will examine is trichome production on the leaf margin 
(around the edge of the leaf). This is a quantitative trait. The students should 
decide that they want to count the number of trichomes on the outer leaf 
margin. To do this, they will examine the leaf using a hand lens. It is helpful to 
have a light shining over the plant and a piece of black paper behind the leaf. If 
this method is not working for the students, it is also possible to cut off each leaf 
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and tape it to a piece of black construction paper. If the students take care not 
to crush the trichomes or bend the leaf, this is probably the easiest way.  

IMPORTANT! Have the students label the number of trichomes on or near each 
F2 plant. They will choose the hairiest, medium hairy, and least hairy individuals 
to cross for the second part of this lab, which will happen later in the semester. 

 

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS 

This lab is meant to be an investigative lab. The students already have an idea of 
what qualitative and quantitative traits are. The point of this lab is to allow them 
to decide how they can determine how many genes are controlling a trait, the 
components of phenotypic variation in a quantitative trait, and how evolution 
acts on genetic variation. It is crucial that they do not know the ‘punch-line’ 
before they come to lab. Therefore, the lab manual will be handed out at the 
beginning of lab. Since the actual activities in lab are very simple this should not 
be a problem.  

This lab will use some basic statistics and these will need to be reviewed at the 
beginning of lab. The students should be (re)introduced to means and variances. 
Please see the accompanying PowerPoint for slides to use in the introduction to 
the lab. 

Anthocyanins 

Briefly explain why anthocyanins are important for plants. Have the students 
determine how to measure the trait. This can be a whole class discussion or a 
discussion within each group. Most groups should choose to measure the trait in 
‘presence’ or ‘absence’ but if one group decides to quantify the level of purple, 
their results might be interesting.  

Set up a master data table either on the computer projecting for the class or on 
the board. The students will fill in the graphs and it should look something like 
this (ignore the red letters for now): 
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Freq.      Parental 
 
     aa      AA  
   
 
Freq.      F1 
 
      Aa   
 
 
Freq.      F2 
 
      

   aa   AA or Aa 
 Absent                Present 
  Color Metric 
 
 
 

Answers to the Student Questions  

What can you say about the genetics of anthocyanin production from the 
distribution that you described above? 

Anthocyanin production is a qualitative trait. Production of anthocyanins is 
dominant.  

 

Can the results of these crosses be explained by variation at one locus? Why or 
why not? 

The results are consistent with one locus. (Have they done Chi-Squared? If not, 
then they can say something about the ‘expected’ number of each phenotype.) 

 

What does the mean of the F1 tell us about dominance? 

The mean of the F1 is the same as the purple parent. Thus, purple is dominant. 

 

Trichomes 
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Now they will move on to the quantitative trait of trichome production. Again, 
they should determine how they want to measure the trait. Here, they should 
notice that some plants have a little hair and some plants have lots of hair. It 
should be relatively straightforward for them to decide to count the trichomes. 
They will enter the data into the table provided in the handout. The total class 
data should be combined in an Excel file for the final analysis.  

 

The results of my preliminary experiment looked something like this: 

 
Freq.      Parental 
 
 
 
 
Freq.      F1 
 
 
 
 
 
Freq.      F2 
 
  
    0    60  

# trichomes 

 

This is by no means perfect. There is lots of genetic variation in the hairy 
parents. We always seem to recover many hairless individuals in the crosses. If it 
were ideal, we should see something more like this: 
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Freq.      Parental 
 
 
 aabbcc dd  AABBCCDD  
 
Freq.      F1 
 
 
   
                              AaBbCcDd 
 
 
Freq.      F2 
 
  
    0    60  

# trichomes 

 

 

Answers to Student Questions 

How does this trait differ from anthocyanin production? 

Anthocyanin production varied in a binary manner. Trichome production is much 
more complicated. 

 

Can the results of these crosses be explained by variation at one locus? Why or 
why not? 

If one gene is controlling the trait, then there is a ton of environmental variation. 
It makes more sense to get the range of phenotypic variation if multiple loci are 
controlling the trait. 

 

What can we say about the genetic basis of anthocyanin variation and trichome 
variation in these populations of B.  rapa? 

Trichome production probably has more genes involved. 

 

The contributors to phenotypic variation 
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Next the students need to understand that phenotypic variation is composed of 
genetic and environmental components and how they can use that information 
to determine heritability (the proportion of phenotypic variation determined by 
genetic factors).  Here it is very important to let the students discover it for 
themselves. The questions are designed to help the students reach this 
conclusion on their own with a little nudging from you. 

 

Answers to Student Questions 

Both of these traits display phenotypic variation. What factors, besides genetic 
variation, might be contributing to the phenotypic variation?  

Students should come up with environmental variation. There might have been 
slightly different lighting, watering, nutrients etc… 

 

How can we determine how much of the phenotypic variation is due to genetic 
differences versus other factors? 

Looking back at your distribution of anthocyanin production, assign genotypes 
to the different phenotypes assuming one gene is causing the variation (i.e. 
PP or Pp is purple, and pp is green). If we assume that the purple parent is PP 
and we know the colorless parent is pp, what is the genotype of the F1? What 
are the genotypes of the F2? Label them on your distribution. 

This is done in red above.  

 

Now look at the distribution of trichome production. First we will assume one 
gene is causing the variation. If AA is hairy and aa is hairless, label your 
distributions above.  

Not done above, but really straight forward. 

 

Now, let’s assume four loci of equal effect are causing the variation. A capital 
letter at any of the four loci causes production of more trichomes and a lower 
case letter causes the production of fewer. So the genotype of the hairless 
parent could be aabbccdd and the genotype of the hairy parent might be 
AABBCCDD.  What is the genotype of the F1 in this case? What are some 
examples of the genotypes in the F2 generation? 

 

This is done in red above. Any combination of small and little letters could 
represent some example genotypes in the F2 as long as more capital letters 
means more trichomes. 
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What are the contributors to phenotypic variation in the Parental, F1 and F2 
generations? 

Parental: genetic and environmental 

F1: ONLY environmental. This is easiest to see in the F1 of the anthocyanin 
production. In the F1 of trichome, it is not as obvious since there is so much 
genetic variation in the hairy parental so the F1s are segregating for 
trichomes. Make sure to draw an ideal example on the board so they get the 
idea. 

F2: genetic and environmental 

 

Why is genetic variation important to natural and artificial selection? 

The final part of this lab is the set up for measuring heritability in the next plant 
quantitative genetics lab that will happen later in the semester. The students are 
asked to apply what they just learned about phenotypic variation to predict the 
results of the crosses.  

 If there is no genetic variation, there will be no relationship between the 
phenotype of the parent and its offspring. If there is only genetic variation, it will 
be a perfect correlation.  

---- 

For the next lab, students will get the selected offspring of the F2s. They can 
count the number of trichomes on each first true leaf and enter the data into a 
class spreadsheet. They will use regression to determine the heritability (h2). We 
will discuss how evolution acts on genetic variation in quantitative traits using 
the breeder’s equation and how QTLs are mapped. The students will be asked to 
pick a quantitative trait in humans, report the heritability and discuss the genes 
found for that trait and what are some of the problems associated with these 
results.  

 

 

BEFORE THE STUDENTS LEAVE… 

For the second lab, you need to make sure that you have the following data. 

Parental Means and Variances 

F1 Means and Variances 

F2 Means and Variances 

Least hairy F2 parent values ___  ___  ___  ____ 

Medium hairy F2 parent values ___ ___ ___ ___ 
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Most hairy F2 parent values ____ ____ _____ ____ 

The students must transplant the selected F2s into new pots before they leave!! 
LABEL THEM WELL with section number, date and time, and hairiness class. 
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